AFA's Mitchell Institute Releases new Policy Paper

*Aim Higher: It's Time to Boost the Air Force's Recruiting Enterprise*


The document takes a look at an under examined and critical part of the all-volunteer Air Force—recruitment activities. The Air Force’s recruiting force is the smallest when compared to the other services within the Department of Defense and challenges are straining the force. In addition to funding shortages and innovation-stifling bureaucracy, recruiters have limited access to new technologies which could help the service bring in thousands of additional needed accessions for the USAF’s ongoing manpower demands. This is especially true when examining the manpower goals the service is aiming for to grow key mission areas like space operations, intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), and fighter aviation. According to Maj Gen Garrett Harencak, commander of the Air Force Recruiting Service “Never in the history of our Air Force have so few Air Force recruiters been asked to bring so many people in.”

While the recruiting cadre has performed exceptionally to meet annual accession goals consistently, Air Force leadership needs to address several institutional issues surrounding recruitment and make necessary reforms. These include adding more personnel, dedicating a steady stream of marketing funding, and investing in technology so its recruiting cadre can be responsive, effective, and better able to find the right types of young people to engage in an increasingly sophisticated world. The service must act now to empower the recruiting force, or USAF may soon find its recruiting efforts “in disarray due to unrealistic expectations and neglect,” Sirak writes.

The Mitchell Institute Policy Paper series presents in-depth papers and research, which provides new proposals and thinking to respond to emerging security and aerospace power challenges in the 21st century. These papers aim to provide in-depth insights and perspectives informed by experienced authors, coupled with original supporting research.
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